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Mv»imant Substructure- \w D'Hiitx Decay*. 

A number or I) »W and l)-*PV decays'" have now been measuu-<l and 
can t>r satisfactorily explained in two pheiictnenological models,|3> So far these 
models have not buen teated tor th<" case of D-*W decays, Using the decay 
mode tf° ->K n* x 'it* the branching ratio for EP~*K'^p^ can be determined. In 
addition to the possibility of measuring the V V component*, it is also important 
to measure the resonant subcomponents of D-*Kwnir decays since these decays 
comprise a significant fraction of the total D width ( 35% of the O0 width and 
TO%oftheD+width). 

Using the data sample [9.3 pb"1] collected at the «V(3.77) between 1982 and 
1084, a complete resonant substructure analysis has been carried out for the 
decay mode. Eft^R'***-** and i)+-.Jf<»ir-»r+ir+ by the Mwklll group.1" 
A large dean signal for the all charged mode is shown in the recoil mas* plot of 
Figure 1(a). The fitted signal contains 1261 ± 45 events. An equally clean signal, 
with 184 ± 21 events, for £> +-»/f"ir +*-w + it shown in Figure 1(b). 

An unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the full five dimensional phase 
•pace defined by the four momenta of the D decay products is performed 
in order to determine the resonant content of the decay mode. A net of 
amplitudes which describe the resonant substructure of the decay is cho
sen. The preferred fit for the mode &>-*K~*+*~*+ includes contributions 
from J?°—lf-ir+jr-w+ in a non-retonant state, D°-»lf'«>ir-ir+

? Z ) ° - j r A + , 
0>->K~atU^0)' J3"-»ifi(WTOj-ir+,U«>-»|fi(M00)-*+,and JP-*K*f. The 
O 0 - * ^ V term contains two independent components In which either both vec
tor mesons are polarised parallel or both vector mesons are polarized perpendic
ular to the direction of flight of the D° meson. 

The amplitude for each of the above processes is expressed in terms of two 
body misses using the Lorenti invariant amplitude formalism or in terms of 
helkity angles using the helkity formalism. The amplitudes are aymmetrized 
with respect to the labels of identical plow. The amplitudes so obtained are 
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then multiplied by relativistic Breit Wignere and modulated by form factors. All 
the amplitudes are fully interfering. A Monte Carlo integration technique is used 
to take account of the dependence on detector acceptance and avoid the problem 
of parameterizing the acceptance in the five dimensional phase space. 

The sidebands in recoil mass are used to determine the background likelihood 
function. The likelihood function allows for non-resonant, K>0, p°, and K,0p° 
components in the background. These components are non-interfering. 

The possibility that the choice of amplitudes may introduce some mode) 
dependence is one of the difficult issues that must be addressed in this anal* 
ysis. A targe number or decay modes could potentially contribute to thu 
rfl-*K~ir+x~x+ final state. It is not practical to perform a fit that simulta
neously includes all the possibilities. Instead, a large number of fits with dif
ferent combinations of amplitudes were performed. Those fits which yielded a 
good likelihood were retained for further consideration. Fits which were phys
ically implausible were discarded. The final set of fits give similiar results for 
tUe quasi two body amplitudes and for the four body non-resonant amplitude. 
The fits did not yield definitive results on which quasi three body partial waves 
contribute. The range of variation among the final set of fits is used to estimate 
the systematic error.1*' 

Since the o\ is very broad, it is often difficult to distinguish it from non-
resonant p°*. The polarisation of D°~*K~tti \P-*P A) leads to angular distri
butions which are distinctive. However, Cfi-*K'a\ cannot be separated from the 
reaction Lfi-*K~p°w+ where the p° and if* are in relative 5 wave on the basis of 
angular information. The three pion mass distributions for these two possibilities 
arc, however, significantly different; the D°-»if-oi amplitude peaks about 100 
MeV above the nonresonant amplitude. Kits in which the Ka\ amplitude was 
replaced by the three body amplitude resulted in a significantly smaller likeli
hood, with a difference in ln(L) of at least 12. Therefore it is assumed that this 
particular three body amplitude does not contribute to the final states discussed 
here. 
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Projections of the five dimensional likelihood function for various submauce 
are shown in Figure 2. A large K* contribution is evident in Figure 2(a). Simil-
iarly, p production is evident in Figure 2(b). The enhancement at tow K~v~ mass 
in Figure 2(e) is due to the polarization of the *\. Evidence for /79-»Jfi(1270)ir+ 
Is visible in Figure 2(g), In all the projections the fit is in good agreement with 
the data. 

Tabic 1 Preliminary results for &—K-*-r+ir-ii+ 

Amplitude Fraction Phase Branching Ratio 
4-Body Non resonant .233 ± .025 ± .10 •1.01 ± .08 .021 ± .003 ± .009 
K ,u/»° Longitudinal .014 ± .009 ± .01 -2.64 ± .28 Sum of L and T: 

.023 ± .003 ± .007 K*0p& Transverse .152 ± .021 ± .05 -1.22 ± .11 
Sum of L and T: 

.023 ± .003 ± .007 
K-ai(l2QQ) .442 ± .021 ± .10 .0 .080 ± .008 ± .019 

Ki(1270)-ir+ 413 ± .028 ± .04 .44 ± .19 .031 ± .008 ± .011 
Ki(MO0)jr+ .011 ± .009 ± .03 .71 ± ,43 <,012 

K*°w+ir .091 ± .018 ± .04 -3.31 ± .11 .012 ± .003 ± .005 
K-p°x+ .088 ± .023 ± .04 -.62 ± .09 .008 ± .002 ± .004 

The results of the fit are shown in Table I. A few qualitative features should 
be noted. There is a very large £>°->/f"oi(1260) [D->P A] contribution to 
this final Btate, consistent with the theoretical expectation from the I3SW model 
|5.0%). Then Is also a rather small Ifi^K^p0 \D-*V V\ contribution, which 
is completely polarized transverse to the D° flight direction. There is some 
evidence for the final state D°-*Ki(1270) ^ 4 [D->A P\. The four body non-
resonant contribution is also significant. In addition, there is a contribution from 
D°-*K,0it~K+ where the K,0n+ system is in an axial vector state as well as 
jf-*K~pQir+ where the K~p° system is an axial vector state. It is not possible 
to determine whether the above three body amplitudes arc due to quasi two body 
decays of broad resonances c.g. X?°-*Jrjr(130Q)+ or 0D-+Jf(146O)-*H, 

An analysis for the mode D+-+K°7t"ir+H'" has been carried out using the 
same technique. The results of the fit are shown in Table II. There is a large 
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contribution from the axial-vector pseudoscalar mode D+ -tJf°ai(1260)+. There 
is also some evidence for D+-*Ki (1400)?r+ [D-*A P\. There is no possible vector 
vector mode that can contribute to this final state. 

Table U Results for D+—&*-*-** 
Amplitude Fraction Phase Branching Ratio 

4-Body Nonresonant .184 ± .052 ± .10 1.37 ± .17 .012 ± .004 ± .007 
Jf°ai{1260)+ .612 ± ,053 ± .15 .0 .081 ± .020 ± .027 
tfj(1270)jr+ .010 ± .013 ± .02 1.30 ±.90 <.011 
Ki(1400)w+ .163 ± .048 ± .08 .24 ± .26 .024 ± .009 ± .013 

Resonant substructure analyses of the modes EP-*K-JT+ JT0JT0, D+-*K~it+ 

*+r°, and U°-^K°)r~)r+w0 channels mil also be attempted in the near future. 
If the rates and phases for Ifi-tR^p0, EP-tK—fi*, and D+-*K*p+ can be 
measured with sufficient accuracy, then the isospin sum rule'*1 

y/2A{nP->K'0p°) m A{D+->K*fi+) - A(L>°-iI—p+) 

can be used to determine whether final state interactions play a significant role 
in these decays. If the above sum role cannot he satisfied with relatively real 
amplitudes, then final state interactions are required. Examination of the other 
final states will also provide good consistency checks of the resonant substructure 
analysis since quasi two body reactions can give rise to several distinct final states 
e.g. i?°-»if*V - » j r * + j r * + or Jf°jr°»-ir+. 

In addition to measurements of the absolute rates of D-+V V decays, it is 
also possible to measure angular correlations between the two vectors in D-+V V 
decays. Thb is useful for testing the factorization hypothesis.1*1 If the two vec
tors are both polarized perpendicular to the D° direction, one expects that the 
angular dependence of the amplitude will have the form AT oc cos(^) sin 9% aintfj 
where <f> is the angle between the decay planes of the two vector mesons, and Bu 
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fa are the helicity angles of the p and Jf* mesons, respectively. If the polarization 
is longitudinal, AL a cos ?i cos 02. If factorization is a valid assumption! longi
tudinal polarization is expected to be dominant. The analysis by the Marklll 
group, however, indicates that D°-+Kt0(P is transversely polarized. The ob
served angular correlation for D°-*Kt0pa events is indicated in Figure 3. 

Several recent observations appear to indicate that many of the W decay 
rates are smaller than expected. For instance, the measured rate for EP-*K*°p 
{2.3 ±0,3±0.7%) from MarklH is almost three times smaller than the theoretical 
expectation (6.1%). The branching ratio for the decay D,-+<j>x+*°, which is 
expected to include a large $p+ contribution, is 2.4 x Br(D|->^jr+), nearly a 
factor of three smaller than the prediction [6.3 x Br(D«-t^r) {. Similiarly, even 
if the decay D*--*^*****0 is saturated by D*-+K*°p+, the observed rate1" 
[3.7 ± 0.8 ± 0.8% /Br(K*o^K-*+)} u still significantly lower than the DSW 
prediction]" 13%]. These intriguing discrepancies may indicate the breakdown 
of the factorization Ansatz in decays with little energy release.1*' If the same 
models are used to extract information about the weak interaction in B decays, 
it is necessary to understand why these phenomenologlcal modeLi fail in the cue 
of£>-»KV. 

The Absolute Branching Fraction B(Z>#-»?ir+) 

All Da decay measurements are normalized to B(D$-*fa+). In addition, to 
extract B(B-*D,Xt) from a measurement of B-*DaXi-*fa Xi for a final state 
Xi requires knowledge of the absolute branching fraction B[D,-*4>*+)-[*] 

There are three methods that can be used to extract the absolute branching 
fraction. For the majority of published results, one uses the measured quantity 
Cnt X Br(Da-*4x+) for xpt > cut where xnt ~ p{Dt)(pmef The measured /?# 
yield is extrapolated to all xpt using a model for the D, fragmentation function. 
A theoretical value of OD. is then calculated and the absolute branching fraction 
is determined. The theoretical value of OD, depends on the probability of pop
ping an s abar quark pair from the vacuum and is sensitive lo the details of D, 
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hadronization. The results obtained using this method range from 1.7% to 4.4%. 

A second method bated on chum counting has been used recently as well. 
From the measured value of R in the continuum above the resonance region, the 
total charm cross section is inferred from the quark charges. The total charm 
crocs section can then be decomposed into the following components: 

0ckwm = <*D* + <T>+ + °D. + «% + Pctkw bujo»i-

If the last term on the right hand aide can be absorbed into the other terms, then 

aD. = °ckara - Ojyt - ff0+ - <rA<. 

The cross section ay* is obtained by dividing the observed quantity c&e X 
Br{EP-*fi) by the abolute branching fraction jBr(JP°->A) from Markm. The 
final states fa — K~x+ and K~x+ir~ir+ are used. The cross section a/>+ is ob
tained in a similiar way using the final state D +-*Jf ~jr+jr+. The cross section 
UA, is determined from the measured Ae yield and the branching fraction for 
A«-tpJ?~xt'. The A( branching fraction is in turn determined either from the 
measured 2?-»proton X rate or from the Markll continuum measurement. Using 
these cross sections, the absolute branching fraction is determined by the CLEO 
collaboration to be 2± 1%.'"' This result Is sensitive to the Ae branching fraction 
and assumptions about charmed b&ryon production. 

The third method, which is used by the Marklll experiment, employs the 
reaction e+e~—»J9±J9J* decays where the full final state is completely recon
structed. This method was sucessfully used to extract absolute 73° and D+ 

branching fractions from the data sample collected at the ^(3.77)" resonance.1"1 

The principle and advantages of this double tagging technique method are 
easy to understand. The number of double tags with Dt-*Ji opposite Dt-+<j>Tf 
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will be given by 

2°D.D; L B{D.-*fi) B{Dm-+$*) t/.t,,. 

The number of singly tagged D,-*U events will be given by 

0D.D; L B{D,^fi) ejr 

Therefore 

This result is manifestly model independent. Clearly, the above derivation can 
easily be extended to any doubly tagged decay modes [fi versus /,-j provided the 
branching ratios of B(DM-*fi) and B(D,-*fj) are known relative to B{Dt-*to+), 

The Marklli analysis'1*' is performed using the data sample [6.3 pb~ l| col
lected in 10S6 M.t y/i = 4.14 GeV. Candidates for the reaction e+«--+£>*!?;?, 
Df-*fi, Dl~~*iD^t D~-*fj are selected using a six constraint kinematic fit. 
Energy momentum conservation for the exclusive final Btate leads to four con
straints. The additional two constraints are due to the equal mass require
ment m(fj) = m(fj) = m[X) i.e. the two Dt candidates must have equal 
but unspecified masses. Candidates for the decay modes D,-*4x+, D,-*KQK+, 
Dt-*K'°K+, D4-»/0(975)jr+, D,-*4*+w-v+, D.-*4*+iP, and Dt->Kt0Ki+ 

are considered. There are a total of 28 possible final states. 

A signal region which contains 95% of the signal events is determined for 
each of the combinations on the basis of Monte Carlo simulation. The observed 
M(X) distribution is the unshaded histogram in Figure 4(a). The expected M(X) 
distribution is the histogram shown in Figure 4(b). The arrows indicate the limits 
of the signal region for the combination of modes with the poorest resolution |±20 
MeV], There are no candidate events inside the signal region. If B[D,-*<fm+) — 
4%, we should observe 3 events in the signal region. 
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A likelihood function which depends on the /?,-*<£*"* branching ratio is used 
to obtain the upper limit. The likelihood function is integrated to obtain the 
90% confidence level upper limit. After allowing for systematic error in the 
detection efficiency and gaussian errors on the relative branching fractions of the 
tagging modes, the upper limit B(D,-*<fa+) < 4.1% at the 90% confidence level 
is obtained.11" 

Search for Dt Z acays to ijw and V*"* Final States. 

If the absolute branching fraction B(I?,-t^jr) ~ 2% then only 9x B[Dt-*fat) 
or 18% of all hadronic D, decays have been measured. The existing measure
ments of Dt modes are summarised in Tables II and III. It has been suggested 
that D,-*r\it and D,-H}'TT could account for a large fraction of the missing Dt 

modes. Two recent results from the Markll1"1 and NAH'1"1 experiments ap
pear to confirm this suggestion. Clearly, it is important to provide a definitive 
experimental resolution of this Issue, 

Doe to these surprising observations, there has been a great deal of theo
retical interest in these D, decay modes. The decay -D,,-njsr+ is expected to 
proceed via a spectator diagram and should therefore be comparable in rate 
to D,->$x+. Predictions are available from Bauer, Stech and Wirbel(BSVY)1"1 

, Korner and Schu)er(KS)"" , and Blok and ShifiBanfBS).1"' They find that 
Di-v**fDt-*4*+ should be 0.75 - 1.05(BSW), 1.35 - 1.89(KS), or l.l(BS). 
The ratio of B(Dt-*rt,*+)fB(Di-+t}x+) is determined primarily by the s sbar 
quark content of the tj and 17' mesons, and by the amount of available phase space. 
Since the IJ' is more massive than R and has much less s sbar quark content, one 
expects naively: B(D.-HI'*+)/B{D,-*II*+) < 1. For this ratio, BSW predict 
0.S9 -1.04, while KS predict 0.62 -1.09. Blok and Shifman find 0.09. The range 
of the theoretical predictions in the first two eases is due to the possible choices of 
the n - tj' mixing angle (the two canonical choices are 9P = 11 or 19 degrees). The 
difference between the BSW and KS predictions is due to the method used for 
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'Utile ;t. I (ranching Ratios of I), modes with kaous relative to 4>ir 
Decay Mode Experiment! Result or Limit 
D,~*K*K* Marklll 0.92 ± 0.32 i 0.20 

CLEO 0.99 ±0.17 ±0.05 
D* .&+KQ CLEO 1.2 ±0.21 ±0.07 
1), - K ° * + MarlcHI < 0.21 at 90% CL 

D,-*K*K* E691 0.87 ±0.13 ±0.05 
ARGUS 1.44 ±0.37 
Markm 0.64 ±0.30 ±0.22 
CLEO 1.05 ±0.17 ±0.06 

D,~*K*K*+ NA32 2.3 ±1.2 
fl,-^*+ir9 E891 2.4 ±1.0 ±0.5 

NAM < 2.5 at 90% CL 
D4^(K-K+X+)NB E601 0,25 ±.07 ±.05 

NA32 0.96 ±0.32 
Z?, -*4JT-* + * + E691 0.42 ±0.13 ±.07 

NA32 0.39 ±0.17 
Argua(a) M l ±0.37 ±0.28 
Argus(b) 0.41 ±0.13 ±0.11 

Dt^{K-K+*+n°)NR E601 < 2.4 at 90% CL 
D,->(K-K+*-n+x+)nR E691 < .32 at 90% CL 

NA32 0.11 ±0.07 

determining the hadronk form factors; BSW use relativistic harmonic oscillator 
wave functions to calculate the meson overlaps while KS use Stf(4) symmetry. 

In addition to the predictions listed above, Kamal and Sinha1"1 have at
tempted a coupled channel treatment with three rescattering modes but were 
also unable to reproduce the large rates reported by Marktl and other experi
ments. Moreover, they note that the large ratio D,-*f?'ir+/D|-*f)ir+ ~ 2 cannot 
be accommodated within the standard range of tf — if' mixing for either a 10 or 
19 degree pseudoscalar mixing angle. They claim that neither decay mode can 
be signficantly enhanced by annihilation diagrams or penguins, The large rate 
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Table 4. Branching Ratios of D, modes without kaons relative to 4>* 
Decay Mode Experiment Result or Limit 

D,^px+ E601 < 0.08 at 90% C.L. 
Argus < 0.22 at 00% C.L. 

Dj-»/o(975)x + E6Q1 0.28 ± 0.1 ± .03 
MarkHI 0.58 ±0.21 ±0.28 

D,-HJX+ £691 < 1.S at 90 % CL 
Markll 3.0 ± 1 . 1 
Markm < 2.S at 90% CL 

£>.-*i7V+ Markll 4.8 ±2 .1 
NA14 6.0 ± 2 . 4 ±1 .4 

Marklll < 1.9 at 90% CL 
E691 < 1.7 at 90% CL 

D,-*ux+ E691 < 0.5 at 90% CL 
E564 seen 

£ « ^ ( * ~ * " f * + ) j V f i E691 0.29 ± . 0 9 ± . 0 3 
Dt-*(x-w+K+K-x+)NS £601 < .29 at 90% CL 

for T} modes, they speculate, is due to the presence of the decay 2?,->glue ir+ or 
some other unconventional process. In contrast to Kama! and Sinha, L.L Chau 
concludes that the rates for D,-*i)T*t IJ'IT+ demonstrate that annihilation is large 
in D, decays.'*" 

In a complementary approach using SU(3) flavor symmetry constraints, 
Rosen'"' derives the inequality Br{Dt-*t)w+) < 0% given the canonical choke 
6, = 19° (or Br(Dt-*7}x+) < 5.3% for #p = 10°). He also finds that the ratio 
flr(Ds-nj'ir+)/flr(D,-»fjff+) < 0.22(0.43) for #„ = 20° (10°). The large rates 
reported for the two reactions therefore indicate substantial SU(3) breaking ef
fects. 

The data sample collected at 4.14 GeV is used for the Marklll analysis 
o f D*-*n*+ and D,-*JJ'JT+. The barrel and endcap shower counters are used 
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to identify photon candidates. The Marklll Bhower counter has a resolution 
CT(E)/E = 18%/V

/E. The shower counter efficiency is 100% for photons with en
ergies above 0.1 GcV. Doth TOF and energy loss ( dE/dz) information are used 
to identify charged pions. 

In the analysis of the decay sequence Dt-*t}ir+

t »j-»ir+jr_jr0, candidate w°'s 
are selected by performing a 1-C kinematic fit of all pairs of 11 candidates to 
the 7T° masa. Pairs for which the fit chisquared confidence level ( CL) is greater 
than S% are retained for further consideration. The lower momentum pious 
from the v decay must be identified as ptons. A 2-C kinematic fit to the hy
pothesis e+e~-*Tr+jr~w°ff±D;:F

1 i r 0 -*^ ia then performed, using all combina
tions of three pion candidate tracks. The two constraints in the fit are the 
w° mass and the mass of the unobserved D\*. After imposing the require
ments CL > 5% for the 2-C fit, Ej t > 70 MeV for the photons from the sr°, 
and 534 < M (ff+*-"*°) < 564 MeV, the t)*+ mass spectrum, shown in Figure 
5(a) is obtained. The number of observed D,-HJJT + decays (16.6 ± 6.1) is deter
mined by fitting the resulting mats spectrum. The signal shape is determined 
from a Monte Carlo simulation. The background shape is determined from the 
* + jr~*°* ± masa distribution obtained when M(7r+*~3r°) is selected from the 
sideband region 0.5738 to 0.6038 GeV. After correcting for the detection effi
ciency (12.7%) and for the n-»jr+ir~jT° branching ratio, this excess corresponds 
to B(Z) f-nijr +)/B(I>,-^x +) = 1.7 ± 0.7 ± 0.6 < 3.3 where the limits are calcu
lated at the 90% confidence level. The estimate of the systematic error includes 
the uncertainties in the background shape (18%), the detection efficiency (13%), 
and the integrated luminosity (7%). 

In the analysis of the decay sequence £>#-+*7*+, n-»Tr, candidate tj's are se
lected by performing a 1-C kinematic fit of all pairs of 77 candidates to the tj 
mass. Pairs for which CL > 20% are retained. No particle identification is used. 
A 2-C kinematic fit to the hypothesis c+c~-**]** D't*, tj-'Tif is then performed. 
In order to reduce combinatorial background, more stringent requirements are 
imposed than in the preceding analysis: CL > 10% for the 2-C fit, E* > 0.5 GeV 
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and El,0 > 0,2 GeV. When the resulting IJJT+ mass distribution, shown in Figure 
6(a) is fitted, no evidence for a Df signal is found. The signal shape is deter
mined from a Monte Carlo simulation. The background shape is a second order 
polynomial. No sideband region is available since the two photons were con
strained to the if mass. The resulting limit, obtained using a detection efficiency 
of 23.6%, a trigger efficiency of 92 ± 4%, the i ) - m branching ratio and allow
ing for systematic error (27%), is, B(JD*-H!J* +) fB{Dt-*<t>*+) < 1.6 (90% C.I.}. 
The estimate of the systematic error includes the uncertainties in the background 
shape (20%), the detection efficiency (16%), the trigger efficiency (5%), and the 
integrated luminosity [7%). 

The sensitivity of the two analyses is determined by the product of the de
tection efficiency and IJ branching ratios as well as the background levels. In 
this case, the sensitivity of the two methods are comparable. To combine the 
results from the two modes properly, a joint likelihood function which depends 
on the number of produced events is calculated. The joint likelihood function is 
integrated to determine the 90% confidence level upper limit on the number of 
produced events, N«r < 825, This yields: 

a • B (0«-.nir + ) < 66 pb (90% C.L.) 

The analysis presented here uses improved detector constants, fitting tech
niques, and background simulation than was previously used by the MARKIII in 
a preliminary analysis of this channel!"1 

The n'ir+ analysis uses the decay chain, P,-+n'sr+, ij'-nisr+ff", t)-*Yt* P n o " 
ton candidates are selected with a 1-C fit to the n mass, requiring CL > 10%. 
The low momentum piono from the 17' decay are required to be identified as 
pions. A 2-C kinematic fit to the hypothesis e+e'-njTr+jr-ff^DJ^ , tj->-ri 
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is performed, where the masses or the 17 and the missing D** are fixed. Af
ter imposing the requirements E*< > 0.15 GeV, CL> 10% for the 2-C fit, and 
lm(i)7r+7r") - mi,i| < 0.015 GeV, the n'*+ mass spectrum, shown in Figure 7 is 
obtained. The distribution is fitted using a background shape determined from 
sideband regions 0.922 to 0.937 and 0577 to 0,962 GeV. No excess of events is 
observed at the Dt mass. The resulting limit, calculated using a detection effi
ciency of 11.2%, the n'-»n)r~jr+ and q-~**n branching ratios, and allowing for 
systematic error (36%) is 

H l £ $ <>••<«* C.L.). 

The estimate of the systematic error includes the uncertainties in the background 
shape (25%), in the detection efficiency (26%), and in the integrated luminosity 
(7.3%). 

The Monte Carlo photon efficiency is calibrated using the decay J/^-tp 0* 0. 
The efficiency for photon detection in the 4.14 GeV data sample is checked 
using e+c~-+D*Dt events, which are abundant at this center-of-maw energy. 
A clear EP-*K-p+ signal is observed. The measured ratio, B(Z>°-»K~P + ) / 
B(D°-»K~fr+) = 2,5 ± 0.4, is in good agreement with the value 2.2±g;£ from 
the Particle Date Group compilation."*1 

The results on Dt-trjit+ are consistent with the measurement B (Dt-*t)r) f 
B(0,-»*JT+) - 3 by Mark II1"1 and the limit B {£>,-«;*•+) / B { D J - ^ J T + ) < 
1.5 (90% C.L.) set by E69l!'" The 17'*+ limit is lower than the ratio 
B[D,-tt?*)/B(Ds-*4K+) ~ 4.8 reported by Mark It!"1 as well as the ratio 
B(£>(-nj'?r) /B(JD,-*^JT) = 6.9 ± 2.4 ± 1.4 reported by NAH'The results from 
MARKIII suggest that Dt branching ratios to ifjr and t}'it may be much smaller 
than earlier indications, in agrecmeui with the aforementioned phenomcnological 
models of charm decay. 

Summary 
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A resonant substructure analysis of the mode D°->K"jr + jr"?r+ has been 
performed. A large contribution from the quasi two body nseudoRcatnr axial 
vector reaction £fl-*K~ai U found, in agreement with the prediction uf tin1 

BSW model. The rate for D°-*if * °p° is also measured and found to bo smaller 
than the theoretical expectation. A simili&r analysis of D* -»J?°JT* n x* lias 
also been carried out. A large contribution from the quasi two body process 
D+^K°*,(126Q}+ is found in this final state. 

Using fully reconstructed candidates for the reaction e+e'-^DfDZ*, the 
model independent limit for the absolute D, branching fraction B[D,-*fa*) < 
4.196 is obtained. 

A search for the decay modes D,-»IJJT and D,-*ij'w+ is performed. Upper 
limits for both decay modes are obtained. The branching ratios for these decay 
modes are much smaller than the branching ratios suggested by earlier measure
ments from the Markll and NA14' experiments. 
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Figure 1. R*coil mass distribution for (») 0°-*iC-ir+»"ir+ and (b) 
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+ . Figure 2, P-ojeellon* of the likelihood function for D° — A ' - i + t * t - . The wlid linet, repre
senting the projection! or the likelihood function, ire (upetimpuMd on hiilogrtm* of the event* 
in the *ignt] region. The •*»" combination with the higher mm it referred to u (w*T-) h l l 

»nd the K~w+ combiDitin formed with the r* not uted in (*•»"),,, in referred tow (A*"**)). 
The deficit n«r ,5 GeV in the (»+* _ )n IMH plot ii due to the rejection of w*w" eombirutioni 
which have * high probability of originating from • K. decay. 
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Figure 3. scatter plot of (A*-JT +)I mass vs 4, where <f> is the angle between the h"n 

and />° decay planes as seen from the £)° rest frame. In the A'*0 band, an enhance
ment near tf=D and a larger enhancement near # = » are visible. The transverse 
fr*°p° ampHUde is proportional 10 cos 4 and accounts for this distribution. Since 
the sign of this amplitude reverses fro,n # = 0 to ^ = *, there is more constructive 
interference near e> = a*. 
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Figure fi. M m tpectrum for 17*+, rt-nr+*"ir0 candidates after 2C kinematic 
fit: (ft) for data events (b) for Monte Carlo events. 
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Figure & Mass spectrum for flir+, n^VI candidates after 2C kinematic fit: 
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